Animal models of human cerebellar ataxias: a cornerstone for the therapies of the twenty-first century.
Cerebellar ataxias represent a group of disabling neurological disorders. Our understanding of the pathogenesis of cerebellar ataxias is continuously expanding. A considerable number of laboratory animals with neurological mutations have been reported and numerous relevant animal models mimicking the phenotype of cerebellar ataxias are becoming available. These models greatly help dissecting the numerous mechanisms of cerebellar dysfunction, a major step for the assessment of therapeutics targeting a given deleterious pathway and for the screening of old or newly synthesized chemical compounds. Nevertheless, differences between animal models and human disorders should not be overlooked and difficulties in terms of characterization should not be occulted. The identification of the mutations of many hereditary ataxias, the development of valuable animal models, and the recent identifications of the molecular mechanisms underlying cerebellar disorders represent a combination of key factors for the development of anti-ataxic innovative therapies. It is anticipated that the twenty-first century will be the century of effective therapies in the field of cerebellar ataxias. The animal models are a cornerstone to reach this goal.